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Abstract: The central qualities of sun powered radiation in Iraq are condensed, and the choice of those
destinations with potential for advancement of sunlight based plants depends on the nearby most extreme sun
oriented radiation. The mapping of worldwide sun powered radiation is critical in outlining of sun based
vitality framework and sustainable power source applications, additionally the worldwide sun based radiation
estimation and mapping will encourage designers and planner purposes and applications. In this paper
estimated and evaluated worldwide sunlight based radiation information was utilized. The estimation of
worldwide radiation information can give comes about with satisfactory precision to build up sun powered
maps of month to month radiation utilizing Natural Neighbour Inverse Distance Weighted (NNIDW) Method
with circular model.
Keywords: solar radiation, mapping methods, simulation, analysis

تحليل بيانات اإلشعاع الشمسً فً نموذج دائري على أساس المسافة العكسية الطبيعية للتجاور
 يهذف انبحث إنى رسم خرائظ نشذة اإلشعاع انشمسي في مخخهف انمىاطق مه انعراق وباالعخماد عهى انبياواث انمىجىدة ومىها حم:الخالصة
 حم االعخماد عهى طريقت أوزان.3102 -3102-3102 اسخىخاج انخرائظ انخي حعطي انىاقع انخقريبي نشذة اإلشعاع ونكم شهر ونهسىىاث
.معكىس انمسافاث أنطبيعيت نبىاء انمىديم انرياضي ومىه حساب معذل مربع انخطأ وقذ اثبج انىخائج ان شهر أب يعطي أفضم انقراءاث

1. Introduction
Sun powered radiation is one of the vital fields of logical research in sustainable
power source utilizes daily sunlight based radiation achieving earth surface is critical for
different uses of sun based vitality including appraisal for warming and Electricity age,
close planetary system outline, and horticulture meteorology [1].
Estimations of day by day add up to worldwide sun based radiation and of the length of
brilliant daylight have been performed in Iraq by the Iraqi Meteorological Organization
(IMO) for a long time. The measure of sunlight based radiation got by the earth surface
changes with area due to the weakening properties of the environment and various
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geographic attributes of that surface. Thus, itemized investigations of sunlight based
radiation under nearby climatic conditions have been attempted in different areas [2].
Southern parts of the nation have a perfect climate, with the exception of amid periodic
tidy tempests from the forsake; generally, this zone is thought to be among those that get
the best measure of sun powered radiation in the world, studied different destinations the
nation over: those in the south included Basra, Nasiriyah, Samawa, and Amara; in focal
territories, they thought about Baghdad, Haditha, ArRutba, Karbala, Al-Hai, Najaf, and AlDiwaniya; and in the north, they explored Kirkuk, Khanaqin, Sulaymaniyah, Mosul, and
Zakho [3]. Net sun based radiation in Iraq is appeared in "Fig. 1", which uncovers that the
watched net sunlight based radiation in southern and focal areas is higher than in the north
Estimations uncovered that normal aggregate yearly radiation at the southern
destinations was 7263.97MJ/m2, which is more prominent than at the northern locales
(6318.83MJ/m2), ref. [4] have introduced examinations of the sun based radiation and
daylight span for 1977– 2000 at three destinations: Tikrit, TuzKhormato, and Kirkuk. The
most extreme estimations of radiation at these destinations happened in May, June, and
July, with minima in January, February, November, and December. Monthly mean every
day sun powered radiation, daylight term, greatest temperature, and relative stickiness
information were acquired from the documents of the Iraqi.
Meteorological Office [5] for a long time at Baghdad, Mosul, and ArRutba, which
identify with focal, northern, and western Iraq, individually. It can be seen that the most
elevated radiation happens in June, July, and August and the least happens in January and
December. The assessed daylight and worldwide sunlight based radiation at three locales
(more than 17 years) in the north and west of the country, Haditha, Beji, and Samara [6].
Baghdad gets more than 3000 h of sunlight based brilliance a year [7,8] Hourly sun
MJ/m2 in January and 9686 MJ/m2 in June. oriented power differs between 4836
Numerous examinations have been embraced to decide delegate conditions of the sun
based force in Baghdad. Distinctive down to earth and hypothetical investigations have
been started in Iraq to contemplate sunlight based controlled local water warmers and
coolers [9] and to build hypothetical models for sun oriented water radiators. These
examinations have shown homogeneity between the hypothetical and the pragmatic
outcomes [10]. In this manner, these investigations have modified the manner by which
upgrades in the effectiveness of sun powered cells for control age are accomplished [11].
Trial examinations of Trombe dividers have affirmed the capability of sunlight based
vitality amid winter in Iraq [12]. Information concerning the reasonability of the sun
powered radiation are significant for elucidating the financial case for sun powered vitality
innovation. It is imperative to gauge this information in all territories to assess completely
the potential points of interest of sunlight based vitality.
More considered shows, sun oriented vitality radiation increments from north to south
and increments in summer contrasted and winter. It is seen that there is more uniform
dispersion to the radiation crosswise over Iraq amid summer (June– August). Assessment
of sunlight based radiation relies upon connections got from the information got from
meteorological stations in urban communities and extensive towns.
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These zones get less radiation than their surroundings in view of the impacts of
contamination, and accordingly the genuine radiation esteems are higher than those
deliberate [13].
Sunlight based radiation estimations in our nation are not effectively accessible as a
result of not having the capacity to manage the cost of the estimating supplies and systems
required, keeping in mind the end goal to beat this deficiency of sun oriented radiation
estimations.
Numerous specialists created models to assess the estimations of sun powered radiation
achieving the earth surface by utilizing diverse relations, for example, direct, multi straight,
fourth request and polynomial for various area in Iraq and encompassing nation. On other
hand, analysts of the neighbouring nations, for example, Turkey, Syria, Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, Iran researched observational and factual models [14].
The Heliosat-2 technique is portrayed in subtle elements by numerous creators. The month
to month albedo maps get from the everyday albedo esteems is figured for every pixel of
Meteosat-8 pictures [15].
Geostatistics can be viewed as a gathering of numerical methods that arrangement with
the portrayal of spatial characteristics. Utilizing principally arbitrary models in a way like
the manner by which time arrangement examination portrays fleeting information [16 ].
The round capacity is a standout amongst the most much of the time utilized models in
geostatistics. The circular model is great decision when the piece fluctuation is critical yet
not very extensive [17]. The estimation of worldwide radiation information can give
comes about with adequate precision to set up sun based maps of month to month radiation
utilizing Geographic Information Systems (GIS) programming [1].

Figure 1. Net solar radiation (a) southern Iraq, (b) central and western Iraq and (c) northern Iraq.
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2-Natural Neighbour Inverse Distance Weighted (NNIDW) Manner
Natural neighbor interpolation has many interested features, it may be used in
interpolation and extrapolation, and usually works good with clustered scatter focal points.
Also weighted-.average method, the simple equation used in natural neighbor search is
similar to the another one used in IDW. This method can efficiently and effectively handle
massive input point datasets. When using this method the Natural Neighbor method, native
coordinates assign the amount of impact any scatter focal point will have on output cells.
see "Fig. 2"
The Natural Neighbor method is a geometric assessment manner that uses natural
neighborhood areas created around any point in the dataset.
Same IDW, this interpolation maner is a weighted-average method. Anyway, instead of
searching an interpolated points using all of the entered points according by the distance,
Natural Neighbors interpolation generates a Delauney Triangulation of the input values
and takes the closest points that give a convex hull concerning the interpolation node, then
weights their points by proportionate region. This manner is most appropriate where
simple data nodes are spread with odd density. It is well common purpose interpolation
technique and has the feature that it does not have to specify variables such as radius,
number of neighbor's or weight's.

Figure 2. Natural Inverse Distance Weighted

This manner is designed to dominate local minimum and maximum account in the node
file and can be set to determine overshoots of local high points and undershoots of local
low points. The technique thereby allows the generation of accurate map models from
datasets that are very sparsely calculated or very linear in spatial distribution. Advantage of
this model it handles large numbers of sample points efficiently. See "Fig. 3" and "Fig. 4"
to understand the method for analysis and producing solar radiation data map in NNIDW
method with circular model.
The general equation that is used to determine the predicted point is:

∑

(1)
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Where is the location of the estimated point,
is the value that are attempting to
interpolate for location
, N is the number of known sample nodes enclosure the
prediction location that will be used in the interpolation,
is the weight allocated to the
known points that are going to use. These weights will lower with distance.
is the
measured value at the location . As the distance turn into larger, the weight is decreased
by weight of p. The equation to determine the weights is
∑

(2)

And
∑

The quantity
observed locations

is the distance between the unknown location
and each of the
is the weight determined to the known nodes that are going to use.

Figure 3. System Flow Chart.
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Figure 4. Geoprocessing Code.

3-Results and Discussion
In this paper weather stations radiation data were used for the years 2013 to 2015.
Data have been analyzed and produced by using Excel, ArcGIS 10.1 is used for spatial
interpolation and mapping activities.
Surface radiation Maps have been generated by using ArcGIS in NNIDW interpolation
technique in circular model. Experimental results show that the circular model has very
good level of accuracy and a predictable manner. "Fig. 5" represent sample of produced
maps of solar radiation. "Table 1", shows example sets of experimental results.

Figure 5. Experimental sample sets for August 2015.
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Table 1. Example Sets of Experimental Results
Time
Model RMSE
March/2013
Circular 0.8745
March /2014 Circular 0.9654
March /2015 Circular 0.3302
June/2013
Circular 0.8627
June /2014
Circular
1.093
June /2015
Circular 0.7629
July/2013
Circular
0.958
July/2014
Circular 1.0772
July/2015
Circular 0.9580
August/2013 Circular 0.9231
August /2014 Circular 0.9322
August /2015 Circular 0.9726

It was found that the Circular model gives best results especially in August month for
three years because root mean square error nearest to one .
4-Conclusions
In conclusion, this paper has explained a suitable approach and analysis to interpolate
solar data values for recent and future periods. The method NNIDW have been
successfully implemented in GIS for efficient production and mapping of the spatial and
temporal variation of solar data. The spatial interpolation greatly enhanced the level of
detail which is useful for climate impact assessments at local area.
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